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anomalies about the LFU: what’s about ? 
  SM features Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU) ! the couplings of  charged leptons to gauge 

bosons are lepton-flavour independent, and LFU is only broken by the Yukawa interaction, 
hence,  any	further	devia.on	is	a	key	signature	of	physics	processes	beyond	the	SM	

 	no	evidence	of	devia+on	from	the	SM in the precise (per-mil) tests of  LFU in semi-leptonic K 
and π decays, purely leptonic decays, and in the electroweak precision observables 
"  except for a 2.8 σ difference between the measurement of  the branching fraction of  the 
W→τντ decay with respect to W→µνµ and W→eνe decays [Phys. Rept. 532 (2013) 119]	

  observed	devia+ons	from	SM	in	B	decays	can	naturally	be	grouped	into	two	categories	
" 	tree level semileptonic b→cτντ transitions      this	talk		(LHCb results)	

"  FCNC b→sll  transitions                                  Alex	Seuthe	talk		(LHCb results) 

  possible BSM scenarios: leptoquarks, new heavy vector bosons, H±, ...  

  main test variables are ratios of  decay rates 
"  theore+cally	clean:	cancellation of  QCD effects 
"  experimentally	clean:	cancellation of  efficiency and reconstruction effects 
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LHCb	[Int.	J.	Mod.	Phys.	A30,	(2015)1530022]	

detection of  B semileptonic decays at LHCb 

precise tracking → excellent resolutions
"  decay time resolution ~ 45 fs
"  Impact Point resolution ~ 20 µm for high-Pt tracks
"  Δp/p ~ 0.4% at 5 GeV     

single-arm	forward	spectrometer		
pseudorapidity	range	!		2	<	η	<	5	
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2010-11		~1.1	%-1			at		7		TeV					
2012								~2.1	%-1			at		8		TeV	
2015-18		~6.			%-1			at	13	TeV	

data	samples	

# 	~	25%		of	bb-bar	pairs	in	
LHCb	acceptance	

# 	so	far	>	1012	bb-bar	pairs	

# 	large	boost	→																								
B	mesons	fly	~1	cm	

excellent particle IDentification   
"  π/K separation over 2-100 GeV, εK~90% for ~5% (π→K) misID
"  powerful muon ID, εμ~97%  for 1-3% π→μ misID



  upgrade installation started this January 2019 to be ready at the end of  Long 
Shutdown 2 (LS2)
  restart data taking in 2021 at Run3   
  higher instantaneous luminosity ! from 2×1032 cm-2s-1  to 2×1033 cm-2s-1 

  more visible interactions per bunch crossing ! from 1 to about 5
  upgrade detector qualified to accumulate 50 fb-1 at the end of  Run4,                         

LHCb-TDR{13,14,15,66}	
  LS3: consolidation of  the detector
  LS4: to take full advantage of  the High Lumi-LHC, L up to 1-2 ×1034 cm-2s-1, the 

collaboration is proposing a major upgrade of  the detector with the intent to collect 
300 fb-1 at the end of  Run5,  CERN/LHCC	2017-003,	CERN/LHCC	2018-027

LHCb	upgrades	
High	Lumi	-	LHC	
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the next years @ LHCb 
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  R(D*)  muonic:   B0 →	D*-l+ν      with  τ → µνµντ  
  R(D*)  hadronic: B0 →	D*-l+ν      with  τ →	3π(π0)ντ 
  R(J/ψ) muonic:   B+

c → J/ψ l+ν   with  τ →	µνµντ

  using D*-→D0(→K+π-) π-  and J/ψ →	µ+µ-

  complementary strategies ! different backgrouds and systematics
  LHCb 2011 and 2012 data sample: about 3 fb-1 at √s = 7, 8 TeV

predic+ons:	
  R(D*) = 0.258 ± 0.005 uncertainties due to hadronic effects cancel to a large extent      

[PRD95 (2017) 115008, JHEP1711 (2017) 061, JHEP1712 (2017) 060]  
  R(J/ψ)∈ [0.25,0.28] the spread is due to the modeling of  form factors                      

[PLB452 (1999) 120, PRD73 (2006) 054024, PRD74 (2006) 074008]       
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in this talk 
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R(D*) with  τ+→ µ+νµντ 



normaliza+on	channel	signal	channel	
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R(D*) with τ →	µνµντ LHCb	[PRL	115	(2015)	111803]	

BR(τ →	µ νµντ ) = (17.39 ± 0.04)%  
signal and normalization decay chain with identical visible final state ! π(→Kπ) µ

at LHCb ! 			

"  B momentum unknown in production from pp collisions at LHC
"  3 missing neutrinos ! no narrow peak to fit 
"  large backgrounds from partially reco B decays: B→D**μν, B→(D→Xμ)D*X         
!	MVA	technique	to	reject	physics	backgrounds	with	addi+onal	charged	tracks  
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R(D*) from τ →	µνµντ 

B →	D*τντ

B → D*µνµ
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at LHCb ! 		
"  statistics from high pp → bb cross section at LHC 
"  use B flight direction to measure transverse component of  missing momentum 
"  B boost along beam direction approximated with boost of  the visible final state                   
(pB)z = (mB/mD*µ)(pD*µ)z 
" can then calculate rest frame quantities:

1.  m2
miss = (pB- pD*- pµ)2 

2.  E*
µ

3.  q2 = (pB- pD*)2 

~18% resolution sufficient to retain discriminating power between signal and 
normalization channel  

LHCb	[PRL	115	(2015)	111803]	



  maximum likelihood fit to m2
miss, E*

µ, 
q2 distributions with 3D templates 
representing B0→D*τν, B0→D*µν, and 
background sources:

D** feed-down
double charm
combinatorial
misidentified muons

background	and	signal	shapes	extracted	from	
control	samples	and	simula.ons	validated	
against	data		

  dominant component is B0→D*µν
  B0→D*τν component increases with q2
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R(D*) from τ →	µνµντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	115	(2015)	111803]	
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R(D*) from τ →	µνµντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	115	(2015)	111803]	

  dominant systematic is due to the 
size of  the simulation sample

  systematic due to the modeling of  
the mis-ID µ template 		

R(D*) = 0.336 ± 0.027stat± 0.030syst 

1.9σ above Standard Model
R(D*)SM = 0.258 ± 0.003	
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R(D*) with  τ+→	π+π-π+(π0)ντ  



"  BR(τ →	3π(π0)ντ ) ~ 13.9%  (was ~ 17% for the muonic case)
"  no charged leptons in the final state ! no backgrond from semileptonic decays
"  the 3-prong topology enables the precise reconstruction of  τ vertex                     
the requirement of  a 3π vertex detached from B vertex suppresses D*-3πX  
background ( ~ 100 × signal) improving S/B by factor ~ 160 
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R(D*) with τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	

signal	channel	 main	background	and	
normaliza+on	sample		

B0→	D*-π+π-π+ X 

B0→	D*-π+π-π+  

B0→	D*-τ+ντ  



"  BR(τ →	3π(π0)ντ ) ~ 13.9%  (was ~ 17% for the muonic case)
"  no charged leptons in the final state ! no backgrond from semileptonic decays
"  the 3-prong topology enables the precise reconstruction of  τ vertex                     
the requirement of  a 3π vertex detached from B vertex suppresses  D*-3πX  
background ( ~ 100 × signal) improving S/B by factor ~ 160 

"  MVA technique to suppress the remaining backgrounds: double charm modes with non-
negligible lifetime, Xb	→D*-D(s)(X) ( ~ 10 × signal) 
"  exploits the resonant structures in the 3π systems from τ+ and D+

s decays

signal	channel	
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R(D*) from τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	

B0→	D*-τ+ντ  
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R(D*) from τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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  experimental systematic uncertainty reduced normalizing to a decay with same 
visible final state:  B0→	D*-π+π-π+	

  derive R(D*) by dividing by known semimuonic B0→D*µν branching fraction

  measure                  
" B0→D*3π± event yield, Nnorm, from 
unbinned max likelihood fit to m(D*3π±) 
" efficiencies from MC, validated using
data control samples 

  external inputs are   
B(B0→D*µν ) = (4.88±0.10)X10-2  

                                  HFLAV	[arXiv:1612.07233]	
B(B0→D*3π ) = (7.21±0.29)X10-3 

                       LHCb	[PRD	87	(2013)	092001]		
B(τ →3π(π0)ντ ) = (13.81±0.07)% 

                       PDG	[Review	of	par.cle	physics	(2016)]	                                                                                                             

Nnorm= 17660 ± 158 

LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	



  signal yield from a 3D binned maximum 
likelihood fit to q2, decay time, and BDT output  
background	and	signal	shapes	extracted	from	control	
samples	and	simula.ons	validated	against	data	

  signal component increases with BDT 
output, while D*Ds

+X fraction decreases
  dominant backgrount at high BDT output !  

D*D+X due to D+ lifetime

N(B0→D*τν) = 1296 ± 86 

K(D*) = 1.97 ± 0.13stat ± 0.18syst 
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R(D*) from τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	
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R(D*) from τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	

  dominant systematic is due to 
the size of  the simulation sample
  uncertainties on double 

charm backgrounds should improve
with more data and improved 
external measurements
   uncertainty on efficiency ratio 

should improve with more statistics

R(D*) = 0.291 ± 0.019stat± 0.026syst± 0.013ext  
~ 0.9 σ above Standard Model 

compatible with the muonic channel 	
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R(J/ψ) with  τ+→ µ+νµντ 



signal	channel	 normaliza+on	channel	

with τ →	µντνµ

    J/ψ →	µµ
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R(J/ψ), LFU with Bc decays 

"  signal and normalization decay chain with identical visible final state ! (µµ)µ
"  like in the muonic R(D*) analysis ! 

1.  use m2
miss, E*(unpaired muon), and q2 to disantagle between signal and     

normalization mode
2.  Bc boost along beam direction approximated with boost of  the visible system 

"  Bc decay time (~ 3 times shorter than other b hadrons) helps to discriminate the 
large background from lighter b hadrons
"  form factor parameters constrained experimentally using a data sample enriched in 
normalization decays 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	121801]	
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R(J/ψ), LFU with Bc decays 

  signal yield from a 3D binned maximum 
likelihood fit to  

"  m2
miss  

"  Bc decay time
"  Z(E*

µ,q2) ≡ flattened 4×2 histos of           
E*

µ and q2 

	background	and	signal	shapes	extracted	from	control	
samples	and	simula.ons	validated	against	data		

  main backgrounds due to misidentified 
hadrons and combinatorial muons

  first evidence of  the decay Bc→J/ψτντ  (3σ)
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	121801]	
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R(J/ψ), LFU with Bc decays 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	121801]	

  Bc
+→J/ψ form factors

  size of  the simulation sample 
second-largest systematic

R(J/ψ) = 0.71 ± 0.17stat± 0.18syst 
~ 2. σ above Standard Model                                                                                                              
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 summary   
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LFU tests at LHCb 
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LHCb has made 3 tests of  LFU with semitauonic B decays so far   

R(D*)  (muonic)   = 0.336 ± 0.027stat± 0.030syst

R(D*)  (hadronic) = 0.291 ± 0.019stat± 0.026syst± 0.013ext 

R(J/ψ) (muonic)   = 0.71 ± 0.17stat± 0.18syst 

average R(D*), accounting for small correlations due to form factors, τ polarization 
and D∗∗τ+ντ feed-down, is 1.9 σ above SM 

R(D*) = 0.310 ± 0.016stat± 0.022syst
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world averages 
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[HFLAV Summer 2018] 	

between	Belle,	BaBar	and	LHCb	we	have	9	LFU	tests	done	with	semitaunic	B	decays	so	far	

  6×R(D*),  2×R(D), 1×R(J/ψ) 
  all lie above SM expectations
  R(D*) average 3.0 σ from SM
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world averages 
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[HFLAV Summer 2018] 	

  R(D) and R(D*) combina+on	is	about	3.8	σ	above	the	SM	predic+on	
 	reduction from 4.1 σ due to increase in theory uncertainties
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conclusions and outlook
  several deviations from LFU observed in ratios of                                          

semitauonic B decay rates ! while individually not that large,                       
consistently shows a tension with the SM

" 	all	ra.os	will	be	updated	using	the	whole	data	sample	collected	so	far,	the	main	goal				
is	to	be	compe..ve	with	the	world	average	

" 	new	analysis	ongoing	are:			
   R(D): B+→ D0τ+ντ
   R(Ds

(*)): Bs→	Ds
(*)τντ   

   R(Λc
(*)): Λb→	Λc

(*)τντ
           R(p): Λb→	pτντ
           … 

" 	Λb→Λc  form	factor	measurement  LHCb	[PRD	96	(2017)	112005] 
others	are	on	the	way:	Λb→	Λc

*, Bs→	Ds
(*)  … 

  looking for a fruitful competition/collaboration with BelleII
we are entering an exciting phase of  precision measurements !        

Thank you ! 
14/02/19
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LHCb	[Int.	J.	Mod.	Phys.	A30,	(2015)1530022]	

detection of  B semileptonic decays at LHCb 

mul+-stage	trigger		first hardware, 
                                 subsequent two levels are software
Vertexing			proper time resolution 30-50 fs
Tracking					Δp/p = 0.35 - 0.55 %    σ(mass) = 10 - 25 MeV/c2 
RICH											KaonID ε(K→K) ≈ 95%  	misID	rate (π→K) ≈ 5%
ECAL											σ(E)/E = 10%/√E⊕1.%   HCAL  σ(E)/E = 69%/√E⊕9%
MuonID					ε(μ→μ) ≈ 97%    misID	rate (π→μ) =1-3 % 

single-arm	forward	spectrometer		
pseudorapidity	range	!		2	<	η	<	5	
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2010-11		~1.1	%-1			at		7		TeV					
2012								~2.1	%-1			at		8		TeV	
2015-18		~6.			%-1			at	13	TeV	

data	samples	

# 	~	25%		of	bb-bar	pairs	in	
LHCb	acceptance	

# 	so	far	>	1012	bb-bar	pairs	

# 	large	boost	→																								
B	mesons	fly	~1	cm	



the LHCb trigger
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the LHCb upgrade 

LHCb-TDR-{13,14,15,66}

  upgrade started this January 2019
  restart data taking in 2021 at L up to 2×1033 cm-2s-1         

  upgrade detector qualified to accumulate 50 fb-1  !

   upgrade	all	sub-detector	electronics	to	40	MHz	readout		
			make	all	trigger	decision	in	so`ware	and	some	new	detectors	

VELO  from microstrip sensors (R,φ) to 55×55 µm2 pixel sensors
            closer to the beam, from 5.5 mm to 3.5 mm
Upstream	Tracker		silicon strip detector
             adapt segmentation to increased occupancy
SciFi	Tracker	3 stations of  X-U-V-X  
          scintillating fibre planes 
PID	new photodetectors for RICH1 
       and RICH2
Calorimetry				new readout electronics
Muon	System	new readout electronics

!	less	than	10%	of	all	channels	will	be	kept	
14/02/19
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R(D*) from τ →	3π±(π0)ντ 
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LHCb	[PRL	120	(2018)	171802]	
LHCb	[PRD	97	(2018)	072013]	

"  MVA technique to suppress the remaining backgrounds: double charm modes with non-
negligible lifetime, Xb	→D*-D(s)(X) ( ~ 10 × signal) !	exploits the resonant structures in the 3π
systems from τ+ and D+

s decays

"  data control samples of  D*D+
s X, D*D+X and D*D0X used to correct simulation
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outlook for R(D*) and R(J/ψ)  
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"  differential distributions are crucial for comparisons with HQET and lattice QCD, also a first 
step towards measuring |Vcb| 
"  the decay Λb →	Λcµν  is described by 6 form factors, reducing to a single function in heavy 
quark limit ! the Isgur-Wise function ξB(w):

"  expanding ξB(w) around w=1 yields:
    used for fitting the decay rate

"  large and clean samples of
Λb →	Λcµν 	decays: 2.7×106 
in analyses Run1 sample

"  subtract feed-down from
higher resonances Λc(2595),  
Λc(2625), Λc(2765), Λc(2880)
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Λb →	Λcµν  form factors 
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LHCb	[PRD	96	(2017)	112005]	
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Λb →	Λcµν  form factors 
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LHCb	[PRD	96	(2017)	112005]	

"  w	distributions are unfolded and corrected for efficiencies
"  then they are fit using 3 approaches, here is example from Taylor expansion ! they are in 
good agreement with HQET predictions

"  also comparison with dΓ/dq2 distributions with lattice QCD shows excellent agreement
[PRD92 (2015) 034503] 


